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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

To achieve the maximum usage of the automatic drafting machine (ADM), it was essential that software be developed to meet the requirements of this installation. This project effort was to focus on the development of software needed to enhance the ADM capabilities. This was simultaneously accompanied with a program to develop procedures for digitizing existing drawings of components, tools, and inspection devices. Numerical control (N/C) tapes that are produced by N/C parts programmer had required verification by actually machining a component. Under this project a process was to be developed for the verification and the production of N/C tapes directly from the drawings on the ADM.

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

An ADM was procured from the Gerber Scientific Instruments Co. The ADM is comprised of three units: the Series 2000 control, the operator's desk, and the Model 75 table.

The Series 2000 control consists of four (4) major components, namely: a digital computer for control; a hardware interface for electrically matching the computer output to the ADM input; computer peripheral devices for data transfer; and a computer program for directing the operation of the system as an automatic drafting machine.

The digital computer incorporated into the Series 2000 control is the Honeywell Model 316 with a 16 bit word length and 8192 words of memory. The Model 75 Table/Series 2000 control interface functions, such as interpolation and acceleration/deceleration, are handled by the control's
computer under program control.

The peripheral devices for data transfer consist of a high speed, photoelectric, punched tape reader for data input (approximately 400 cps), a high speed tape punch for data output (approximately 100 cps) and an ASR-33 teletypewriter for operator/drafting system communication.

The basic drafting program contains many desirable features. The main feature is the "look ahead" capability. The control reads information up to 50 data blocks ahead of that which is being drawn. This enables the system to calculate optimum velocity and acceleration/deceleration values. Thus, drafting speeds up to 500 inches per minute are attainable.

The Model 75 table has a 5' x 8' rubber platen, flat bed for a drawing surface, a vacuum unit for a sectionalized hold down system and an elevation mechanism for ease in viewing larger drawings.

An additional feature of the ADM is the optical line follower with its support equipment and software. Briefly, this feature enables the system to automatically follow and record data (digitize) for a line of any contour. When the drafting and digitizing capabilities are combined, the possible applications of the system from the engineering design stage through the manufacturing process are greatly increased.

One immediate use of the ADM is verifying N/C tapes. The accuracy of every tape produced, prior to the advent of the ADM, was verified on the N/C machine by "cutting" air or the actual component. In many cases of large operations, this required 3-5 hours or longer. On the ADM, it takes only a few minutes for each verification. In addition, corrections
to the tape can be made immediately. With additional software, it will be possible to verify tapes for most of Watervliet Arsenal's N/C machines and to eventually produce N/C tapes directly on the ADM. The importance of these functions increases as the number of N/C machines increases.

Techniques and software were required for simplified production of comparator charts, overlays, template drawings, etc.

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

With the installation of the ADM in 1972, attempts at making drawings of a more complex nature on the ADM were made. It was realized that programming of complex geometries was tedious, cumbersome and time consuming. Although additional software could be purchased from the Gerber Scientific Instruments Co., a more specialized software was needed to meet the needs at Watervliet Arsenal. Thus, special purpose software was developed when needed.

Since the Honeywell Computer, which is the control system for the ADM, has its own FORTRAN compiler, it was decided to develop programs in FORTRAN which could be processed directly on the ADM. These programs, although specific in nature, would be general enough in that they could be used repeatedly like any other FORTRAN program. This differs from the drafting language that was supplied with the ADM in that if a configuration is written (programmed) in the drafting language, only that configuration can be drawn. Although variations of the figure can be made, i.e., change in scale, mirror image or combinations thereof, it is still the same configuration. Programming in this fashion
is cumbersome.

With this idea in mind, the thought was to produce as much software as possible to meet Watervliet Arsenal's requirements. As with any new system, many things had to be learned and peculiarities discovered and overcome. The following are some examples of software developed to meet the requirements at Watervliet Arsenal.

Our first attempt at familiarization and testing the idea proved successful in the area of cam path drawing. Cam path drawings formed from analytical data were cumbersome and time consuming for the draftsman to plot manually. A FORTRAN program to process the analytical data into ADM "understandable" data has simplified the task immensely. Not only has the time required to produce a cam path drawing been reduced, but the quality and accuracy has been considerably improved. Figure 1 is a cam path drawing produced from the program in Appendix A.

In the field of statistical analysis, one of the prerequisites for data analysis is the plotting of data points. Several programs have been written to plot data, to plot data and draw a line of best fit of the form $Y = B_0 + B_1 X$, or to plot data and draw the best fit line of the form $Y = BX$. The line in either case is determined by the method of least squares which is used to calculate the values of the slope ($B_1$) and $Y$ - intercept ($B_0$). Table 1 lists a portion of these values for a sample data set. The listing also contains the predicted value at each data point and the upper and lower confidence limit for each predicted value. The plotted data and line of best fit can be seen in Figure 2. Appendix B contains the listing of the linear regression program for
Figure 1. General cam path drawing.
### Table 1: Regression Analysis Terminal Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
<th>STD DEVIATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.438E 02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.316E 01</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Slope:** 0.994E-01
- **Y-intercept:** -0.119E 01
- **Correlation Coefficient:** 0.998E 00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>FRED</th>
<th>LCLY</th>
<th>UCLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.783E 02</td>
<td>0.673E 01</td>
<td>0.659E 01</td>
<td>0.640E 01</td>
<td>0.678E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.779E 02</td>
<td>0.662E 01</td>
<td>0.655E 01</td>
<td>0.636E 01</td>
<td>0.674E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.530E 02</td>
<td>0.395E 01</td>
<td>0.407E 01</td>
<td>0.390E 01</td>
<td>0.425E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.457E 02</td>
<td>0.329E 01</td>
<td>0.335E 01</td>
<td>0.317E 01</td>
<td>0.353E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.449E 02</td>
<td>0.317E 01</td>
<td>0.327E 01</td>
<td>0.309E 01</td>
<td>0.345E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.416E 02</td>
<td>0.288E 01</td>
<td>0.294E 01</td>
<td>0.276E 01</td>
<td>0.312E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.375E 02</td>
<td>0.253E 01</td>
<td>0.253E 01</td>
<td>0.236E 01</td>
<td>0.271E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.632E 02</td>
<td>0.520E 01</td>
<td>0.509E 01</td>
<td>0.491E 01</td>
<td>0.527E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.482E 02</td>
<td>0.360E 01</td>
<td>0.360E 01</td>
<td>0.342E 01</td>
<td>0.376E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.427E 02</td>
<td>0.300E 01</td>
<td>0.305E 01</td>
<td>0.287E 01</td>
<td>0.323E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.399E 02</td>
<td>0.270E 01</td>
<td>0.277E 01</td>
<td>0.260E 01</td>
<td>0.295E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.624E 02</td>
<td>0.510E 01</td>
<td>0.501E 01</td>
<td>0.483E 01</td>
<td>0.519E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.495E 02</td>
<td>0.370E 01</td>
<td>0.373E 01</td>
<td>0.355E 01</td>
<td>0.390E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.434E 02</td>
<td>0.310E 01</td>
<td>0.312E 01</td>
<td>0.294E 01</td>
<td>0.330E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.374E 02</td>
<td>0.260E 01</td>
<td>0.252E 01</td>
<td>0.235E 01</td>
<td>0.270E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.615E 02</td>
<td>0.500E 01</td>
<td>0.492E 01</td>
<td>0.474E 01</td>
<td>0.510E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.499E 02</td>
<td>0.380E 01</td>
<td>0.377E 01</td>
<td>0.359E 01</td>
<td>0.390E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.420E 02</td>
<td>0.300E 01</td>
<td>0.298E 01</td>
<td>0.280E 01</td>
<td>0.316E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.410E 02</td>
<td>0.290E 01</td>
<td>0.288E 01</td>
<td>0.270E 01</td>
<td>0.306E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.515E 02</td>
<td>0.400E 01</td>
<td>0.393E 01</td>
<td>0.375E 01</td>
<td>0.410E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.507E 02</td>
<td>0.390E 01</td>
<td>0.385E 01</td>
<td>0.367E 01</td>
<td>0.402E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.829E 02</td>
<td>0.670E 01</td>
<td>0.705E 01</td>
<td>0.685E 01</td>
<td>0.724E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.400E 02</td>
<td>0.270E 01</td>
<td>0.278E 01</td>
<td>0.260E 01</td>
<td>0.296E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.316E 02</td>
<td>0.190E 01</td>
<td>0.195E 01</td>
<td>0.177E 01</td>
<td>0.213E 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.279E 02</td>
<td>0.150E 01</td>
<td>0.158E 01</td>
<td>0.140E 01</td>
<td>0.176E 01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Sample data plot with regression line.
the model \( Y = B_0 + B_1X + e \) along with the input data and output (drafting language) commands.

In the manufacture of component parts, dimensions must be checked to insure they have been manufactured within drawing specifications. One method for checking is by using comparator machines. Briefly, this machine projects a silhouette of the component upon a screen which has an accurate outline of the component with its maximum and minimum tolerances. This accurate drawing was previously drawn manually at a much larger scale and then photographically reduced and reproduced on a transparent material - mylar or glass. With the introduction of the ADM, these comparator charts are currently being drawn on the ADM. One particular type of comparator chart, which is used regularly, is in the production of broach teeth used in the manufacture of cannon rifling. The procedure, whether done manually or on the ADM, was tedious and time consuming, requiring approximately 16 hours to complete. The program, listed in Appendix C, reduces this task to one which requires less than one hour from broach drawing to finished comparator chart. Figure 3 is an example of a comparator chart for the broach teeth used in the manufacture of a 105mm M68 gun tube.

Similarly, in shaping various contours, as in the manufacture of breech ring sectors on a gun tube, a cutter form tool is used. In general, these tools have similar geometries which make them conducive to writing a general program to aid in the production of comparator charts. Figure 4 is an example of a comparator chart for a tool used on the 152mm M81 gun tube. Appendix D is the listing of the FORTRAN
Figure 3. Broach teeth comparator chart for the 105mm M68 gun tube.
program used to produce the chart.

In drawing gear tooth profiles, the form most commonly used today is the involute profile. The involute is the curve that is formed by the end of a line that is unwound from the circumference of a circle. It is not the intent here to present the theory or mathematics necessary for developing gear profiles. However, by viewing Figure 5, one can appreciate the task involved in obtaining the end result. The heavy lined portion is the "useable" or "physical" gear. The general program is listed in Appendix E and was used to form the gear profile template needed in the production of the 20mm torsion bar.

Numerous special purpose programs were written to assist in the efficiency and versatility of programming for increased utilization of the ADM. Some programs are aids in developing and producing Vu-graphs. These programs reduced the latter task from a few hours down to a few minutes. Two such examples are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Although they are relatively simple in appearance, prior to the programs developed (Appendix F), consideration had to be given to letter size, spacing, etc. If the letter size was not appropriate, reprogramming was necessary (or redrawing if done manually), resulting in wasted effort. With the computer program, a minor change can be made, resulting in acceptable Vu-graphs.

Other FORTRAN programs were extremely beneficial in reducing the time involved in tedious mathematical calculations necessary for programming in the ADM language. Some of these include determining points of tangency, a point of intersection for two circles, a line and a
Figure 5. Gear teeth profiles for the 20mm torsion bar.
EFFECT OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ON EROSION

DR. R. IMAM

Figure 6. Example of vu-graph application.
**STATUS OF FUNDING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authorized</td>
<td>255,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expended</td>
<td>56,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>11,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining</td>
<td>187,096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Example of vu-graph application.
circle, two lines, etc. Each of these was in the form of a main program and also as a subroutine so they could be run alone or as part of another main program.

All of the preceding programs were written in a form acceptable to the ADM control. Another approach was to investigate methods of interfacing the ADM with Watervliet Arsenal's main frame computer, IBM 360, Model 44. Initially, there were no feasible means of interfacing the two systems without the procurement of additional hardware which was beyond the scope of this project. It was not until the Computer Science Office purchased a Lundy Computer Graphics System (CGS) that a breakthrough was made. Since one of the I/O devices on the Lundy was punched tape, and the ADM also operates with punched tape, this was the obvious way to proceed with a minimum cost. Therefore, software was developed which now permits any configuration that can be drawn on the CGS to be drawn on the ADM. Figure 8 is an example which was "drawn" on the CGS and then reproduced on the ADM. Figure 9 is another example of interfacing the two systems. In this case, a WARP (Work and Resources Plan) chart program was written specifically for the CGS as a preliminary step to being drawn on the ADM. WARP charts are created on the CGS from a sketch or a "marked up" WARP which is to be modified. The process, depending upon complexity, requires from 10 minutes to one hour to complete. "Mistakes" may be "erased" easily on the CGS prior to a finished drawing. Thus, this type of computerization releases the draftsmen from the mundane tasks to more technical projects. The "drawing" of WARP charts can now be done with clerical level personnel, thus, con-
Figure 8. Computer graphics system reproduction.
siderable cost savings will be realized.

Relative to the field of numerically controlled (N/C) machines, the ADM has been an extremely useful tool. Watervliet Arsenal has over 50 N/C machines whose tool movements are directed by commands on punched tape. Prior to the advent of the ADM, N/C tapes were verified directly on the machine for which they were intended. This process was often time consuming and frustrating. Delays were encountered in waiting for a break in production. When a machine was eventually available, the tape was verified by cutting air, then by possibly cutting wood or plastic and then finally, an actual steel component. At each stage when errors were detected, corrections had to be made and the process repeated. Some tapes required up to five or six hours to run through their cycle. Now, with the use of the ADM, instead of cutting air or wood, etc., the center line of the path of the cutting tool is drawn on paper in minutes. Tool movements can be magnified by a change in scale to detect minute errors which could not have been detected until the final component was produced and inspected. Figure 10 represents the path of an N/C tape verified on the ADM.

Since the ADM was installed, over 200 tapes have been verified. Although the ADM is a versatile machine, tapes for all types of machines and manufacturing applications cannot be verified. The listing in Table 2 is a summary of the various types of N/C machines which can be verified on the ADM. Prior to January 1976, many of those machines listed could be verified but on several of the machines (marked *) problems were encountered, many of which were minor in nature. Using Digital Assembly
Figure 10. N/C verification - centerline of cutting tool path.
TABLE 2. N/C MACHINES VERIFIED ON THE ADM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Type</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolverines, P&amp;W Vertical Spindle Mill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kearney &amp; Trecker Machining Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodge and Shipley Lathe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati Turning Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunstrand Machining Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnimit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bostomatic Vertical Spindle Mill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeBlond Horizontal Lathe (Tubes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeBlond CXR - Horizontal Lathe (Small Components)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt &amp; Whitney Wolverine - Vertical Spindle Mill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati Hydrotel - Vertical Spindle Mill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullard UTL - Vertical Lathe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-X 720 - Horizontal Spindle Mill &amp; Drill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLO Chucker-Vertical Lathe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*American Lathe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Giddings and Lewis Machining Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Verified but with minor problems.
Programming (DAP), modifications were made to the Drafting Language Program which permitted the ADM to now process tapes for those N/C machines. Verification of the few other machines not listed are currently being pursued.

A recently completed contract with RRC International, Inc., forms the initial step to producing N/C tapes directly on the ADM. The software developed by this company permits Watervliet Arsenal to produce an N/C tape for any N/C machine for which an N/C APT post-processor exists. The process is summarized as follows:

a. An accurate drawing of the part profile is digitized on the ADM.

b. The resulting tape is then processed on the IBM 360-44 for the requested N/C machine.

c. This resulting tape is then used to control an N/C machine.

While this software was being developed, consideration was given to producing N/C tapes on the ADM without using a main frame computer. That is, a component profile was digitized and, with the aid of a parts programmer, machine parameters were entered manually via the teletype-writer unit. The successful machining of the profile shown in Figure 11 was accomplished on a Bostomatic Milling Machine.

Although both contract and in-house efforts have been successful in producing N/C tapes, more work is needed before the ADM can act as an independent supplement to the parts programmer. This will be pursued. However, the use of the ADM for verifying tapes has been accepted as economical by the Arsenal Operations Directorate.
Figure 11. Extractor.
CONCLUSIONS

The preceding accomplishments are representative of the type of automatic drafting applications at Watervliet Arsenal. The problems pertaining to N/C verification have been overcome and those associated with N/C production are in the process of being solved with no real problems in sight.

Since no new drafting languages exist which can help in programming the ADM, the FORTRAN language will continue to be an extremely useful aid in a generalized programming of the ADM. As the need arises, new computer programs will continue to be developed to minimize drafting program efforts and to maximize ADM utilization.

With the advent of the new Computer Graphics System, a whole new realm of computer aided drafting applications has opened for the ADM. As more developments are introduced in the computer graphics field, greater ADM applications are foreseen.
APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PRODUCE CAM PATH DRAWINGS

\DIMENSION JX(5), JY(5)
\DATA IF,*M/*1H+,1H-/\n\WHITE (2,17)
17\FORMAT (1H*)
20\HEAD (1,1)N
1\FORMAT (I3)
\IF(N)2,2,3
3\I=1
10\HEAD (1,4)A*R
4\FORMAT (2F8.0)
\ISX=IF
\ISY=IF
\A=A/180.*3.14159
\X=h*COS(A)
\IF(X)13,13,14
13\ISX=M
14\Y=h*SIN(A)
\IF(Y)15,15,16
15\ISY=M
16\IX=X*1000.
\IY=Y*1000.
\CALL CONVEX (IX,5,JX)
\CALL CONVER (IY,5,JY)
\IF(I-N)5,5,6
5\WHITE (2,7) ISX,JX,ISY,JY
7\FORMAT (4HG01X,A1,5A1,1HY,A1,5A1,4H02*)
\I=I+1
\GO TO 10
6\WHITE (2,8) ISX,JX,ISY,JY
8\FORMAT (4HG01X,A1,5A1,1HY,A1,5A1,4H01*)
\I=I+1
\IF(I-N)10,10,9
9\WHITE (2,11)
11\FORMAT (8H02*00*)
\GO TO 20
2\WHITE (2,12)
12\FORMAT (4H+30*)
\STOP
\END
\EO
\
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PRODUCE CAM PATH DRAWINGS (cont)

SUBROUTINE CONVR(JN,N, IOUT)
DIMENSION IOUT(1), ITOA(10)
DATA ITOA(1), ITOA(2), ITOA(3), ITOA(4), ITOA(5), ITOA(6), ITOA(7),
     ITOA(8), ITOA(9), ITOA(10), 1H0, 1H1, 1H2, 1H3, 1H4, 1H5, 1H6, 1H7, 1H8, 1H9/

IN=IAES(JN)
DO 1 I=1,N
NMI=N-I
NO=IN/10**NMI
IN=IN-NO*10**NMI
NJ=NO+1
1 IOUT(I)=ITOA(NJ)
RETURN
END

$_$0
$_$
LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM

C\ CHAIN JOE-SEG. 1
C\LINEAR REGRESSION (LINREG) PROGRAM-FLITS DATA POINTS AND LINE
C\OF "BEST FIT." PROGRAM WILL ACCEPT UP TO 50 DATA POINTS.
C\TITLE ALLOWANCE-32 CHARACTERS
C\ X AND Y AXIS LABELS-16 CHARACTERS
C\ THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE NEEDED TO PLOT POINTS:
C\(1) SYMBOLS D73, D85 (2) SSM 50 5, M51 12, 5 (3) FSNA XI3 Y13
C\(4) ICA
C\COMMON XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, X, Y, A, B, N
C\DIMENSION IHEAD(16), LABX(8), LABY(8), X(50), Y(50)
C\DIMENSION JX(4), JY(4)
C\EQUIVALENCE(IHEAD(1), LABX(1)), (IHEAD(9), LABY(1))
C\DATA MARK/1H/
C\C\READ SAMPLE SIZE, 'T' VALUE
C\C\WHITE(1, 40)
C\FORMAT(26HDATA ENTRY? (ASH-1, HSR-0))
C\HEAD(1, 4) MARK
C\FORMAT(1, 1)
C\IF(MASK.EQ.1) GOTO 48
C\HEAD(2, 1) N, T
C\GOTO 49
C\HEAD(1, 1) N, T
C\FORMAT(I3, F7.0)
C\C\ READ GRAPH HEADINGS ND X, Y LABELS
C\C\IF(MASK.EQ.1) GOTO 42
C\READ(2, 3) IHEAD
C\FORMAT(16A2)
C\GOTO 43
C\READ(1, 3) IHEAD
C\C\PRINT HEADING, X & Y LABELS
C\C\WHITE(2, 21)
C\FORMAT(18H*G01X0000Y9000D02*)
C\WHITE(2, 22) IHEAD, MARK
C\FORMAT(9HM51G56D10, 16A2, A1)
C\IF(MASK.EQ.1) GOTO 44
C\HEAD(2, 3) LABX, LABY
C\GOTO 45
C\HEAD(1, 3) LABX, LABY
C\WHITE(2, 23)
C\FORMAT(18H01X-0500Y8300D02*)
C\WHITE(2, 24) LABY, MAHK
C\FORMAT(6HG56D10, 8A2, A1)
C\WHITE(2, 25)
C\FORMAT(18HG01X2000Y-1000D02*)

26
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

```
&WHT(2,26)LABX,MARK
26\FMAT(6HGS6D10,6A2,A1,4HM00*)
\XMIN=1.E10
\XMAX=-1.E10
\YMIN=1.E10
\YMAX=-1.E10
C\C
C\\READ DATA
C\\
\DO 5 I=1,N
\IF(MASK.EQ.1)G0T046
\READ(2,4)X(I),Y(I)
\G0T047
46\READ(1,4)X(I),Y(I)
4\FMAT(2F10.0)
47\XMIN=AMIN1(XMIN*X(I))
\XMAX=AMAX1(XMAX*X(I))
\YMIN=AMIN1(YMIN*Y(I))
\YMAX=AMAX1(YMAX,Y(I))
5\CONTINUE
C\
C\CALCULATE STATISTICS ON RAW DATA
C\
\CALL STAT(X,Y,N,T,A,B)
\CALL CHAIN
\END
\$0
```
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

C CHAIN JOB SEG-2
S1 CONTINUE CHAIN
COMMON XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, X, Y, A, E, N
DIMENSION X(50), Y(50), JX(4), JY(4), TICX(7), TICY(9)
EQUIVALENCE (X(1), TICX(1)), (Y(1), TICY(1))
FL0=A+E*XMIN
FHI=A+E*XMAX
DUM=0.
IF(FLO.LT.FHI) GOTO300
DUM=FHI
FHI=FLO
FLO=DUM
300 YMIN=AMIN1(YMIN, FLO)
YMAX=AMAX1(YMAX, PHI)
C SCALE DATA TO INCHES(X, XXX)*1000.*&PLOT

C PUNCH DATA POINTS

C DELX=(XMAX-XMIN)/6.
DELY=(YMAX-YMIN)/8.
DO 9 I=1,N
IX=1000.*(X(I)-XMIN)/DELX
IY=1000.*(Y(I)-YMIN)/DELY
CALL CONVER(IX, 4, JX)
CALL CONVERC IY, 4, JY)
WRITE(2, 8) JX, JY
8 FORMAT(4HG01X, 4A1, 1HY, 4A1, 4HD02*, 10HM50G52D73*)
9 CONTINUE
C DRAW AXIS

C WRITE(2, 11)
11 FORMAT(17HG01X0000Y8000D02*)
WRITE(2, 12)
12 FORMAT(12HG01Y0000D01*)
WRITE(2, 13)
13 FORMAT(9HG01X6000*)
C TIC-MARK LABELS

C DO 6 I=1,7
XI=I-1
TICX(I)=XMIN+XI*DELX
6 CONTINUE
DO 7 I=1,9
XI=I-1
TICY(I)=YMIN+XI*DELY
7 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE  
KEX=0  
IF(AES(TICX(1)) LT ABS(TICX(7))) GOTO 200  
XX=AES(TICX(1))  
GOTO 65  
200 XX=TICX(7)  
65 IF(XX-10**KEX) 67,66,66  
66 KEX=KEX+1  
GO TO 65  
C  
C X-AXIS LABELS & TIC MARKS  
C  
67 DO 69 I=1,7  
ITIC=(TICX(I)/10**KEX)*10000*  
IST=IF  
IF(ITIC) 80,81,81  
80  
C Y-AXIS LABELS & TIC MARKS  
C  
73 DO 75 I=1,9  
ITIC=(TICY(I)/10**KEY)*10000*  
IST=IF  
IF(ITIC) 82,83,83  
82  
C
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

C
C PRINT MAGNITUDE OF TIC MARK LABELS
C X-AXIS
    WRITE(2, 77) KEY
    77 FORMAT(32HG01X3000Y-0300D02*G56D10X10 EXP *11, 1H*)
C Y-AXIS
    WRITE(2, 78) KEY
    78 FORMAT(32HG01X-1250Y150D02*G56D10X10 EXP *11, 1H*)
C DRAW PREDICTED LINE
C IF (DUM = EQ=0) G010301
   FLO=FHI
   PHI=IUM
   301 IYLO=1000. * (FLO-YMIN)/DELY
       CALL CONVERC(IYLO, 4, JX)
   IYHI=1000. * (FHI-YMIN)/DELY
       CALL CONVERC(IYHI, 4, JY)
   WRITE(2, 14) JX
   14 FORMAT(8HG01X0000, 1HY, 4A1, 4HD02*)
   WRITE(2, 15) JY
   15 FORMAT(8HG01X6000, 1HY, 4A1, 4HD01*)
C DRAW 8.5 X 11 BORDER
C 96 WRITE(2, 16)
   16 FORMAT(18HG01X-1750Y9500D02*)
   WRITE(2, 17)
   17 FORMAT(13HG01Y-1500D01*)
   WRITE(2, 18)
   18 FORMAT(9HG01X6750*)
   WRITE(2, 19)
   19 FORMAT(9HG01Y9500*)
   WRITE(2, 20)
   20 FORMAT(10HG01X-1750*)
   WRITE(2, 100)
   100 FORMAT(12HG01X9999D02*)
   WRITE(2, 28)
   28 FORMAT(4HM30*)
   END
$0
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

INPUT

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
462.0168 & 1
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
-3 & 78.3 & 6.73 & 77.9 & 6.62 \& 3.95 & 45.7 & 3.29 & 44.9 & 3.17 \& 41.6 & 2.88 \& 37.5 & 2.53 \& 63.2 & 5.2 \& 48.2 & 3.6 \& 42.7 & 3 \& 39.9 & 2.7 \& 62.4 & 5.1 \& 49.5 & 3.7 \& 43.4 & 3.1 \& 37.4 & 2.6 \& 61.5 & 5 \& 49.9 & 3.8 \& 42.4 & 3 \& 41.4 & 2.9 \& 51.5 & 4 \& 50.7 & 3.9 \& 82.9 & 6.7 \& 40.9 & 2.7 \& 31.6 & 1.9 \& 27.9 & 1.5 \& 26.6 & 1.4 \& 32.5 & 2.05 \& 34.8 & 2.31 \& 45.9 & 3.21 \& 36.1 & 2.39 \& 31.1 & 1.9 \& 32.7 & 2.04 \& 34.5 & 2.23 \& 33.6 & 2.16 \& 33.9 & 2.16 \& 35.2 & 2.25 \& 37.7 & 2.48 \& 40.4 & 2.89 \& 37.9 & 2.53 \& 34.1 & 2.24 \& 34.2 & 2.26 \& 49.7 & 3.83 \& 39.5 & 2.76 \& 36.2 & 2.46 \& 41.2 & 3.02 \& 44.1 & 3.24
\end{array}
\]
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

OUTPUT (DRAFTING LANGUAGE COMMANDS)

*G01X0000Y9000D02*
M51G56D10 hUN Th0
G01X-0500Y8300D02*
G56D10M
G01X2000Y-1000D02*
G56D10-LN M *M00*
G01X5509Y7553D02*M50G52D73*
G01X5467Y7397D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2813Y3613D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2035Y2678D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1950Y2508D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1598Y2097D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1161Y1601D02*M50G52D73*
G01X3900Y5384D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2301Y3117D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1715Y2267D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1417Y1842D02*M50G52D73*
G01X3815Y5243D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2440Y3259D02*M50G52D73*
G01X179CY2409D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1150Y1700D02*M50G52D73*
G01X3719Y5101D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2483Y3401D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1641Y2267D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1534Y2125D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2653Y3684D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2568Y3542D02*M50G52D73*
G01X5999Y7510D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1428Y1842D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0532Y0708D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0138Y0141D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0000Y0000D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0628Y0921D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0873Y1289D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2056Y2564D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1012Y1402D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0479Y0708D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0650Y0906D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0841Y1176D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0746Y1076D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0777Y1076D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0916Y1204D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1182Y1530D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1470Y2111D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1105Y1601D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0799Y1190D02*M50G52D73*
G01X0809Y1218D02*M50G52D73*
G01X2461Y3443D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1321Y1927D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1023Y1502D02*M50G52D73*
G01X1534Y2295D02*M50G52D73*

32
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LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont)

OUTPUT (DRAFTING LANGUAGE COMMANDS)

G01X1865Y2607D02*G50G52D73*
G01X0000Y8000D02*
G01Y0000D01*
G01X6000*
G01X0000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.2659*
G01X0000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X1000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.3598*
G01X1000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X2000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.4536*
G01X2000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X3000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.5475*
G01X3000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X4000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.6413*
G01X4000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X5000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.7351*
G01X5000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X6000Y-0500D02*G56D10++.8290*
G01X6000Y0000D02*G52D85*
G01X-1000Y0000D02*G56D10+.1399*
G01X0000Y0000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y1000D02*G56D10+.2105*
G01X0000Y1000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y2000D02*G56D10+.2811*
G01X0000Y2000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y3000D02*G56D10+.3516*
G01X0000Y3000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y4000D02*G56D10+.4222*
G01X0000Y4000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y5000D02*G56D10+.4928*
G01X0000Y5000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y6000D02*G56D10+.5633*
G01X0000Y6000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y7000D02*G56D10+.6339*
G01X0000Y7000D02*G53D85*
G01X-1000Y8000D02*G56D10+.7045*
G01X0000Y8000D02*G53D85*
G01X3000Y-0300D02*G56D10X10 EXP 2*
G01X-1250Y8150D02*G56D10X10 EXP 1*
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW RIFLING BROACH COMPARATOR CHARTS

C\\PROGRAM TO DRAW RIFLING BROACH COMPARATOR CHART*
C\R1-LARGE RADIUS
C\R2-SMALL RADIUS
C\A-BROACH ANGLE
C\W-ONE-HALF BROACH WIDTH
C\RC1-RCM-MAX AND MIN CORNER RADIUS*
\COMMON JX(8), JY(8), KX(8), KY(8)
\DATA IF, M/1H+, 1H/-
\WRITE(2, 5)
5\\FORMAT(38H*%FNSAX35Y35*SSM50*267*5FAE2*5B62*5*%*)
\I=0
\III=0
\JJ=3
70\II=0
\\READ(1, 2) R1, A, W, RC, RCM, R2
\IF(III*EG.0) SC=R1
2\\FORMAT(6F10.0)
\A=A*0.1745329
\IF(III*EG.0) W1=W
50\J=2
\EB=R1*100000.
\CALL CONVER(EB, 8, JY)
\CALL CONVER(C0, 8, JX)
\WRITE(2, 3) IP, JX, JY, J
3\\FORMAT(4HG01X, A1, 8A1, 1HY, 8A1, 2HD0, I1, 1H*)
\J=1
\\AA=W1*100000.*
\CALL CONVER(AA, 8, JX)
\WRITE(2, 3) IF, JX, JY, J
\\C3=SQRT( (R1*R1-W*W))
\EB=C3*100000.
\CC=R1*100000.
\\AA=(W1-W)*100000.
\CALL CONVER(0, 8, JX)
\CALL CONVER(AA, 8, KX)
\CALL CONVER(EB, 8, JY)
\CALL CONVER(CC, 8, KY)
\\WRITE(2, 4) JJ, IP, KX, JY, JX, KY
4\\FORMAT(2HG0, I1, 1HX, A1, 8A1, 1HY, 8A1, 1HI, 8A1, 1HJ, 8A1, 4HD01*)
\IF(FC*EQ.0.) G0T080
30\IF(A*EQ.0.) G0T010
\\AA=W/SIN(A)/COS(A)+C3-RC/SIN(A)
\\EB=(AA*SIN(A))/(R1-RC)
\\EB=AA*COS(A)-(R1-RC)*SQRT(1-EE*EB)
\\AA=(SIN(A)*EB)
\\G0T011
10\AA=W-RC
11\EB=AA/SQRT((R1-RC)*(R1-RC)-AA*AA)
\\EB=ATAN(EB)
\\DD=(W-RC*SIN(EB)-AA)*100000.*
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW RIFLING BROACH COMPARATOR CHARTS (cont)

```plaintext
\% CC = (SORT((R1-RC)*(R1-RC)-AA*AA)+RC*COS(EB)) *100000
\% CALL CONVER( DD, 8, JX)
\% CALL CONVER( CC, 8, JY)
\% J = 2
\% WRITE(2, 3) IF, JX, JY, J
12 \% CC = (CC/100000.-RC*COS(BB)+RC*SIN(A))*100000
\% DD = (AA+RC*COS(A)-w)*100000
\% IF (A < 0.) DD = 0.
\% AA = (RC*SIN(BB)) *100000
\% EE = (RC*COS(BB)) *100000
\% CALL CONVER( DD, 8, JX)
\% CALL CONVER( CC, 8, JY)
\% CALL CONVER( AA, 8, KX)
\% CALL CONVER( EE, 8, KY)
\% WRITE(2, 4) JJ, M, JX, JY, KX, KY
\% IF (I = EQ. 1) GOT020
\% IF (RC = EQ. RC) GOT020
\% I = I + 1
\% HF = RC
\% RC = RCM
\% GOT030
20 \% AA = 1.57079632 - A
\% BB = (CC/100000.)*(SIN(AA)/COS(AA))*DD/100000.
\% AA = SIN(AA)/COS(AA)
\% IF (II = EQ. 1) AA = -AA
\% CC = W
\% IF (II = EQ. 1) CC = -W
\% CALL CIHLIN(CC, 0., R2, AA, BB, X, Y, XX, YY)
\% IF(YY .GT. Y) X = XX
\% IF(YY .GT. Y) Y = YY
\% J = 1
\% X = X * 100000.
\% Y = Y * 100000.
\% CALL CONVER(X, 8, JX)
\% CALL CONVER(Y, 8, JY)
\% WRITE(2, 3) M, JX, JY, J
\% AA = (SORT(R2*R2-4.*CC*CC)) *100000
\% BB = W * 100000.
\% CALL CONVER(AA, 8, JY)
\% CALL CONVER(EE, 8, JX)
\% CC = ABS(X) + ABS(W * 100000.)
\% CALL CONVER(CC, 8, KX)
\% CALL CONVER(Y, 8, KY)
\% WRITE(2, 4) JJ, M, JX, JY, KX, KY
90 \% IF (II = EQ. 1) GOT040
\% II = II + 1
\% AA = M
\% JJ = 2
\% M = IF
\% IF = AA
```
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW RIFLING BROACH COMPARATOR CHARTS (cont)

\[\text{\#IF}(I \cdot \text{EC} = 1) \text{RC} = K^2\]
\[\text{\#IF}(I \cdot \text{EC} = 1) \text{RC} = 0\]
\[\text{\#I} = 0\]
\text{GO TO 50}\n\text{40 \#IF}(I \cdot \text{EC} = 1) \text{GO TO 60}\n\text{\#III} = \text{III} + 1\n\text{\#AA} = 1\n\text{\#JJ} = 3\n\text{\#IF} = M\n\text{\#M} = AA\n\text{\#GO TO 70}\n\text{80 \#CC} = 1.57079632 - A\n\text{\#AA} = (\text{BB} / 100000) - (\sin(\text{CC}) / \cos(\text{CC})) * AA / 100000\]
\text{\#AA} = ((K2 - 0.008 - AA) / (\sin(\text{CC}) / \cos(\text{CC}))) * 100000\]
\text{\#BB} = (K2 - 0.008) * 100000\]
\text{\#CALL CONVER(AA, 8, JX)}
\text{\#CALL CONVER(BB, 8, JY)}
\text{\#WRITE(2, 3) M, JX, JY, J}
\text{\#GO TO 90}\n\text{60 \#I} = 0\n\text{\#AA} = K1 * 100000\]
\text{102 \#BB} = SC * 100000 + 1600\]
\text{\#I} = I + 1\n\text{\#J} = 2\n\text{\#CALL CONVER(AA, 8, JX)}
\text{\#CALL CONVER(BB, 8, JY)}
\text{\#WRITE(2, 3) IF, JX, JY, J}
\text{\#BB} = R2 * 100000 - 1600\]
\text{\#CALL CONVER(BB, 8, JY)}
\text{\#J} = 1\n\text{\#WRITE(2, 3) IF, JX, JY, J}
\text{\#AA} = AA - K1 * 100000\]
\text{\#IF(I \cdot \text{NE} = 2) \text{GO TO 101}}
\text{\#II} = IF\n\text{\#IF} = M\n\text{\#M} = II\n\text{101 \#IF(I \cdot \text{NE} = 3) \text{GO TO 102}}
\\STOP\n\\END\n\\30\\\
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW CUTTER FORM COMPARATOR CHARTS

```plaintext
C HRCHAM 10 THAT CUTFUH COMPHAFATH CHART.
C HRTS WITH SF 10 TO 1.
C ANG=ANGM-ANGLE IN DEGREES(MAX,MIN).
C h1,h1M-LANGE RADIUS(MAX,MIN).
C h2U,h2UM-SMALL RADIUS-UPPER(MAX,MIN).
C h2L,h2LM-SMALL RADIUS-LOWER(MAX,MIN).
C AL1,AL1M-10+ RADIUS TO BOTTOM(MAX,MIN).
C AL,ALM-CENTER TO SHAH C0HNEH(MAX,MIN).
C AL2,AL2M-SHARP COHNER TO OUTSIDE(MAX,MIN).
C TIT1E-TIT1LE
C INUM-DRAWhING NUNBEH.
COMMON TIT1LE(15),INUM(15),JX(8),JY(8),XX(8),XY(8)
       h1E1(1,1),h1,h2U,h2L,AL,AL1,AL2,ANG
       h1E1(1,1),h1M,h2UM,h2LM,ALM,AL1M,AL2M,ANGM.
       h1E1(1,2)TIT1LE,INUM
1 FORMAT(7F10.0)
2 FORMAT(30A2)
   I=0.
   WHITE(2,3).
3 FORMAT(25H*FSNX35Y35*SSM5016.6***)
   AA=(h1M-CEN)*1000000.
   CALL CONVER(AA,8,JY)
   WHITE(2,4)JY
4 FORMAT(6H01XY-,8A1,8HI02*101*)
   ANG=ANG*.017/J5329
   AA=1.57079632-ANG
   S=-SIN(AA)/COS(AA)
   ALY=SC1T(h1M*1M-AL*AL)-CEN
   EB=ALY
   ALY=h2UM*SIN(ANG)+ALY
   ALX=AL-h2UM*C0S(ANG)
   E=-ALY-S*ALX
   AA=h1M+h2UM.
   CALL CH1LIN(0.,CEN,AA,S,E,X,Y,XX,YY)
   IF(X*L1.00.)X=XX
   IF(Y*l1.00.)Y=YY
   AA=AES(Y+CEN)/X
   TH=ATAN(AA)
   AX=h2UM*C0S(TH)
   AY=h2UM*SIN(TH)
   AXX=(X-AX)*1000000.
   AYY=(-Y-AY)*1000000.
   AA=h1M*1000000.
   CALL CONVER(AXX,8,JX)
   CALL CONVER(AYY,8,JY)
   CALL CONVER(AAA,8,XY)
   WHITE(2,5)JX,JY,KY
5 FORMAT(4H03X,8A1,2HY-,8A1,2HIJ,8A1,1H*)
   AYY=(-Y-h2UM)*1000000.
```
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW CUTTER FORM COMPARATOR CHARTS (cont)

\[ \text{AX} = \text{AX} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{AY} = \text{AY} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{AA} = \text{X} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,JX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AY,8,JY)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AX,8,KX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AY,8,KY)} \]
\[ \text{WRITE(2,6) JX,JY,KX,KY} \]

6  \[ \text{F}0 \text{HMAT(4HG02X,8A1,2HY,8A1,8A1,1H,8A1,1H*]} \]
\[ \text{FX} = (X+h2UM*COS(\text{ANG}))*1000000 \]
\[ \text{FY} = (-Y-h2UM*SIN(\text{ANG}))*1000000 \]
\[ \text{AA} = h2UM*1000000 \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(FX,8,JX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(FY,8,JY)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,KY)} \]
\[ \text{WRITE(2,7) JX,JY,KY} \]

7  \[ \text{F}0 \text{HMAT(4HG02X,8A1,2HY,8A1,2HIJ,8A1,1H*)} \]
\[ \text{IF(h2L.NE.0.)GO1010} \]
\[ \text{AA} = (\text{AL2} / (\text{SIN(ANG)} / \text{COS(ANG)}) + \text{EB}) \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{FX} = (\text{AL} + \text{AL2}) \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(FX,8,JX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,JY)} \]
\[ \text{WRITE(2,8) JX,JY} \]

8  \[ \text{F}0 \text{HMAT(4HG01X,8A1,2HY,8A1,1H*)} \]
\[ \text{GO1010} \]

10 \[ \text{IF(I.NE.0.)GO1015} \]
\[ \text{A} = -Y \]
\[ \text{EB} = h2UM \]

15 \[ \text{AMY} = (A-E2+AL1M) \]
\[ \text{AIY} = \text{AMY} - h2L \]
\[ \text{FX} = \text{FX} / 1000000 \]
\[ \text{AKY} = \text{AIY} + h2L * \text{SIN(ANG)} \]
\[ \text{FY} = \text{FY} / 1000000 \]
\[ \text{AKX} = \text{FX} + (\text{AKY} - \text{FY}) \times (\text{SIN(ANG)} / \text{COS(ANG)}) \]
\[ \text{AX} = \text{AKX} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{EB} = \text{AKY} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,JX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(EB,8,JY)} \]
\[ \text{WRITE(2,9) JX,JY} \]
\[ \text{AA} = (h2L * \text{COS(ANG)}) \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{EB} = (h2L * \text{SIN(ANG)}) \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{AMY} = \text{AMY} \times 1000000 \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,JX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AMY,8,JY)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(AA,8,KX)} \]
\[ \text{CALL CONVER(EB,8,KY)} \]
\[ \text{WRITE(2,11) JX,JY,KX,KY} \]

11 \[ \text{F}0 \text{HMAT(4HG03X,8A1,2HY,8A1,1HI,8A1,1HJ,8A1,1H*)} \]
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW CUTTER FORM COMPARATOR CHARTS (cont)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AA} &= (\text{AL} + \text{AL2}) \times 1000000 \\
\text{CALL CONVEH} (\text{AA}, 8, \text{JX}) \\
\text{WRITE} (2, 12) \text{ JX}
\end{align*}
\]

12 FORMAT(4HG01X, 8A1, 1H*)
100 CEN=h1-h1M
ANG=ANGM
h1M=h1
h2UM=h2U
h2L=h2LM
AL1M=AL1
AL=ALM
AL2=AL2M
I=I+1
IF(I.EQ.1)GOTO200
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AA} &= (\text{h1M} - 1.) \times 1000000 \\
\text{CALL CONVEH} (\text{AA}, 8, \text{JY}) \\
\text{WRITE} (2, 4) \text{ JY}
\end{align*}
\]

20 FORMAT(2HY-, 8A1, 1H*)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AA} &= (\text{h1K} + 1.) \times 1000000 \\
\text{CALL CONVEH} (\text{AA}, 8, \text{JY}) \\
\text{WRITE} (2, 20) \text{ JY}
\end{align*}
\]

26 FORMAT(4HM00*)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AA} &= (\text{h1M} + 3.) \times 1000000 \\
\text{CALL CONVEH} (\text{AA}, 8, \text{JY}) \\
\text{WRITE} (2, 21) \text{ JY}
\end{align*}
\]

21 FORMAT(15HG01X-00300000Y-, 8A1, 4HD02*)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{WRITE} (2, 22) \text{ TITLE}
\end{align*}
\]

22 FORMAT(9HM50G56E10, 15A2, 1H*)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AA} &= (\text{h1M} + 33.) \times 1000000 \\
\text{CALL CONVEH} (\text{AA}, 8, \text{JY}) \\
\text{WRITE} (2, 21) \text{ JY}
\end{align*}
\]

25 FORMAT(18HG56D10MA6-10 TO 1*)
STOP
END
$0
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW GEAR TOOTH PROFILES

\ COMMONJX(8), JY(8)
\ READ(1, 5) PD, PA, GAM, BETA, RS, SF, XINC, RI, SPR, FR
5\ FORMAT(10F7.0)
\ DEG=0.01745329
\ PI=3.1415927
\ PA=PA*DEG
\ BETA=BETA*DEG
\ h=PD*COS(PA)/2.
\ T1=0.
\ GD=0.
\ K=0
\ WRITE(2, 45)
45\ FORMAT(1H*)
\ N=360.*/GAM
200\ K=K+1
\ I=0
100\ D=DEG*T1
10\ IF(D .EQ. 0.) GO TO 80
70\ T=ATAN(D)
60\ GO TO 90
C\ RF=RFPRIME
80\ T=0.
90\ IF(T) 10, 20, 10
20\ RP=R
\ GO TO 30
10\ RF=R/COS(T)
\ IF(RF .GT. RS) GO TO 70
30\ PHI=T1*DEG-T
C\ 90 DEG = PI/2 - 1.5707963 RADIANS
\ TDUM=(PI+BETA)/2.-PHI-GD
\ X=RF*COS(TDUM)
\ Y=RF*SIN(TDUM)
\ X=X*SF*100000.
\ Y=Y*SF*100000.
\ CALL CONVER(X,8,JX)
\ CALL CONVER(Y,8,JY)
\ IF(I-1) 40, 50, 60
40\ WRITE(2, 15)
15\ FORMAT(4HD02*)
\ GO TO 60
50\ WRITE(2, 25)
25\ FORMAT(4HD01*)
60\ WRITE(2, 35) JX, JY
35\ FORMAT(4HG01X,8A1,1HY,8A1,1H*)
\ I=I+1
\ T1=T1+XINC
\ GO TO 100
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70 \ GD = GD + GAM*DEG
\ T1 = 0.
\ IF (K.LT.N) G0T0200
\ WHITE (2, 55)
55 \ FORMAT (4HM00*)
\ PD = PD/2.
\ CALL CIRABS (R, SF)
\ CALL CIRABS (RI, SF)
\ CALL CIRABS (RS, SF)
\ CALL CIRABS (PD, SF)
\ CALL CIRABS (SPR, SF)
\ CALL CIRABS (FR, SF)
\ STOP
\ END
\ $0
\ $0
\ $0
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW GEAR TOOTH PROFILES (cont)

C\THIS SUBROUTINE WILL DRAW A COMPLETE CIRCLE (CLOCKWISE)
C\IN FSNAK25Y25 FORMAT STARTING ON THE POSITIVE Y-AXIS.
C\USES SUBROUTINE CONVER WITH SIGN.
\SUBROUTINE CIRABSCR^SF)
\DIMENSION IR(8)
\DATA M/1H-/, IP/1H+/
\R=R*100000.*SF
\CALL CONVER(R, 8, IR)
\WRITE(2, 1) IR
11 FORMAT(5HG01XY, 8A1, 4HD02*)
\DO 100 K=1, 4
\IF(K EQ. 2.O R. K EQ. 3) IR(1) = M
\IF(K GT. 3) IR(1) = IP
\IF(K EQ. 1.O R. K EQ. 3) GOTO 30
\WRITE(2, 20) IR, IP, (IR(I), I = 2, 8)
20 FORMAT(2HXY, 8A1, 1HI, 8A1, 1H*)
\GOTO 100
30 WRITE(2, 10) IR, IP, (IR(I), I = 2, 8)
10 FORMAT(4HG02X, 8A1, 2HYJ, 8A1, 4HD01*)
100 CONTINUE
\RETURN
\END
\$0
\42
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW VU-GRAPH TITLES OR HEADINGS

TITLE--THIS PROGRAM WILL CENTER VU-GRAPH TITLES OR HEADINGS
FOR UP TO 40 CHARACTERS AND UP TO 10 LINES.
DRAWING CONCLUDES WITH AN 8.5X11 IN. BORDER.
SAMPLE INPUT:
*375HANDBOOK OF< (CH) 0
1.
*500MATHEMATICAL< (CH) 0
1.
*375FUNCTIONS< (CH)

FIRST FOUR SPACES-LETTER SIZE FOLLOWED BY NARRATIVE(< END
OF LINE INDICATOR). NEXT LINE IS SPACING BETWEEN LINES.

DRAFTING PARAMETERS:
FSLNX23Y23*ORIGIN IS UPPER LEFT CORNER OF BORDER. SFA1BI*
COMMON MS(10)>SS(10)>LTR(10>40)>SPACE(10)>JX(5)>JY(5)
COMMON IMS(5)>XSS(5)
DATA IA0/1H</,ICA/1H>,IONE/1H/,IEYE/1H/,IPER/1H*/
DATA IFL/1H*/MIN/1H*/IAST/1H*/
K=0

200 K=K+1
READ(1,1)SS(K),(LTR(K,I),I=1,40)
WRITE(1,35)
35 FORMAT(1H )
READ(1,1)SPACE(K)
WRITE(1,35)
1 FORMAT(F4.0*40A1)
IF(SPACE(K) GT 0.)GOTO200
SUM=0
MS(1)=0
IC=0
M=1
D010I=1,K
SUM=SUM+SS(I)+SPACE(I)
45 IMS(M)=MS(I)
XSS(M)=SS(I)
M=M+1
GOTO10
15 IDUM=I-1
12 IF(SS(I) EQ SS(IDUM))GOTO9
IDUM=IDUM-1
IF(IDUM)11,11,12
11 MS(I)=IC+1
IC=IC+1
GOTO45
9 MS(I)=MS(IDUM)
10 CONTINUE
53 IF(M=5)51,51,52
51 IMS(M)=IC+1
IC=IC+1
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XSS(M) = 0.
M = M + 1
GOTO 53

52 WRITE(2, 4) (IMS(M), XSS(M), M = 1, 5)
FORMAT (6H**SSM5, I1, F5.1, 4(2HM5, I1, F5.1), 3H***)
IF (SUM < GT .75) GOTO 014
SUM = (8.5 - SUM) / 2 + SS(I) * .015
SUM = SUM * 1000.
CALL CONVER(SUM, 5, JY)
DO 20 I = 1, K
SUMX = 0.
M = 0
M = M + 1
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. ICA) GOTO 30
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. IONE) GOTO 30
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. IKEY) GOTO 40
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. IMSH) GOTO 30
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. IMIN) GOTO 50
IF (LTH(I, M) .EQ. IARO) GOTO 70
SUMX = SUMX + .015
GOTO 60

30 SUMX = SUMX + .007
GOTO 60

40 SUMX = SUMX + .005
GOTO 60

50 SUMX = SUMX + .011
GOTO 60

70 LTH(I, M) = IAST
SUMX = (SUMX * .005) * SS(I)
IF (SUMX * GT .5) GOTO 16
SUMX = (11 - SUMX) * 500.
IF (I .EQ. 1) GOTO 80
SUM = SUM + (SPACE(I) + .005) * 1000.
CALL CONVER(SUM, 5, JY)

80 CALL CONVER(SUM, 5, JX)
WRITE(2, 2) IPL, JX, MIN, JY
2 FORMAT (5H*G01X, 6A1, 1HY, 6A1, 4HD02*)
WRITE(2, 3) MS(I), (LTH(I, II), II = I, M)
3 FORMAT (2HM5, I1, 6HG56D10, 40A1)
CONTINUE
WRITE(2, 5)
5 FORMAT (31HG01XY = 08500D02*X11000D01*Y00000)
WRITE(2, 6)
6 FORMAT (30H*X00000*Y = 08500*X15000D02*M30*)
GOTO 25
14 WRITE(1, 7)
7 FORMAT (8HVERT ERR)
GOTO 25
16 WRITE(1, 8)
8 FORMAT (6HHorz ERR)
STOP
END
40
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW VU-GRAPH TITLES OR HEADINGS (cont)

.3 EFFECT OF CHEMICAL
1.
.3 COMPOSITION ON EROSION
1.5
.3 DR. H. IMAM

ST

*%SSM50 20.0M51 0.0M52 0.0M53 0.0M54 0.0*%
*G01X+02500Y-02850D02*
M50G56D10EFFECT OF CHEMICAL*
*G01X+02500Y-04150D02*
M50G56D10COMPOSITION ON EROSION*
*G01X+04250Y-05850D02*
M50G56D10DR. H. IMAM*
G01XY-08500D02*X11000D01*Y00000
*X00000*Y-08500*X15000D02*M30*
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW VU-GRAFh TITLES OR HEADINGS (cont)

C THIS PROGRAM OUTFUTS STATUS OF FUNDING VU-GRAFH
C UPPER LEFT CORNER OF BORDER(.25, .25)
C TAPE IS SELF-SUFF. FOR DRAFTING PARAMETERS.
C VALUES FOR AUTHORIZED, EXPENDED, COMMITTED, REMAINING
C READ FROM ASH IN 13A1, DECIMAL OCTAL, COMMAS ARE USES, NOT USED.
\COMMON IX(13), JX(5), JY(5)
\DATA ID, IB, 1H, 1H /
100 \WHITE(2, 1)
1 \FORMAT(28H*%FSTAX23Y23*SSM5020M5122*%%)
\WHITE(2, 2)
2 \FORMAT(3HG01XY02*)
\WHITE(2, 3)
3 \FORMAT(37HX026Y-024*M51G56D1OSTATUS OF FUNDING*)
\WHITE(2, 4)
4 \FORMAT(35HG01X02Y-037D02*M50G56D10AUTHORIZED*)
\WHITE(2, 5)
5 \FORMAT(28H01Y-045D02*G56D10EXPENDED*)
\WHITE(2, 6)
6 \FORMAT(28H01Y-052D02*G56D10COMMITTED*)
\WHITE(2, 7)
7 \FORMAT(29H01Y-059D02*G56D10REMAINING*)
\YY=2950.
\DO101=1, 14

10 \AJ=13.
\YY=YY+750.
\DUM=4700.
\WHITE(1, 51)
51 \FORMAT(1H )
\HEAD(1, 11) IX
\DO30J=1, 13
11 \FORMAT(13A1)
\IF(I X(J) .EQ. ID) DUM=DUM+160.
\IF(I X(J) .EQ. IB) GOTO32
\GOTO30
32 \AJ=J-1
\J=13
30 \CONTINUE
\DUM=DUM+(13-AJ)*300.
\IF(AJ GT 4.) DUM=DUM+160.
\IF(AJ GT 8.) DUM=DUM+160.
\IF(AJ GT 12.) DUM=DUM+160.
\CALL CONVERT(DUM, 5, JX)
\CALL CONVERT(YY, 5, JY)
\WHITE(2, 40) JX, JY, IX
40 \FORMAT(4HG01X-5A1, 5A1, 10HD02*G56D10, 13A1, 1H*)
10 \CONTINUE
\WHITE(2, 41)
41 \FORMAT(7HG01X-0025Y0025D02*X1075D01*Y-0825*X-0025*Y0025*)
\WHITE(2, 42)
42 \FORMAT(11HX15D02*M30*)
\WHITE(1, 50)
50 \FORMAT(49HANOTHER VU-GRAFH? PRESS FOR LEADER THEN HIT START)
\FAUSE
\GOTO100
\END
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DRAW VU-GRAPH TITLES OR HEADINGS (cont)

255,000
56,857
11,047
187,096
ANOTHER VU-GRAPH? PRESS FOR LEADER THEN HIT START

FA

*ZFSTAX23Y23*SSM5C20X5122**
G01XYD02*
X026Y-024*M51G56D10STATUS OF FUNDING*
G01X02Y-037D02*M50G56D10AUTHORIZED*
G01Y-0445D02*G56D10EXPENDED*
G01Y-052D02*G56D10COMMITTEE*
G01Y-0595D02*G56D10REMAINING*
G01X0666CY-03700D02*G56D10255,000 *
G01X06960Y-04450D02*G56D1056,857 *
G01X07280Y-05200D02*G56D11011,047 *
G01X06820Y-05950D02*G56D10187,096 *
G01X-0025Y0025D02*X1075D01*Y-0825*X-0025*Y0025* 
X15D02*M30*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>No. of Copies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMANDER</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, BENET WEAPONS LABORATORY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTN: RD-AT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-MR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-PE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-RM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-SE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD-SP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING SUPPORT DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, RESEARCH DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTN: RR-AM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-ME</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-PS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL LIBRARY</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS &amp; EDITING BRANCH</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, PROCUREMENT DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR, PRODUCT ASSURANCE DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT ADVISORS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LIST

1 copy to each

May 1976

CDR
US ARMY MAT & DEV READ. COMD
ATTN: DRCRD
DRCRD-TC
DRCRD-W
5001 EISENHOWER AVE
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304

OFC OF THE DIR. OF DEFENSE R&E
ATTN: ASST DIRECTOR MATERIALS
THE PENTAGON
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20315

CDR
US ARMY TANK-AUTMV COMD
ATTN: AMDTA-UL
AMSTA-RKM MAT LAB
WARREN, MICHIGAN 48090

CDR
PICATINNY ARSENAL
ATTN: SARPA-TS-S
SARPA-VP3 (PLASTICS TECH EVAL CEN)
DOVER, NJ 07801

CDR
FRANKFORD ARSENAL
ATTN: SARFA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19137

DIRECTOR
US ARMY BALLISTIC RSCH LABS
ATTN: AMXBR-LB
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
MARYLAND 21005

CDR
US ARMY RSCH OFC (DURHAM)
BOX CM, DUKE STATION
ATTN: RDRD-IPL
DURHAM, NC 27706

CDR
WEST POINT MIL ACADEMY
ATTN: CHMN, MECH ENGR DEPT
WEST POINT, NY 10996

CDR
US ARMY ARMT COMD
ATTN: AMSAR-PPW-IR
AMSAR-RD
AMSAR-RDG
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201

CDR
US ARMY ELCT COMD
FT MONMOUTH, NJ 07703

CDR
REDSTONE ARSENAL
ATTN: AMSMI-RRS
AMSMI-RSM
ALABAMA 35809

CDR
ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
ATTN: SARRI-RDD
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61202

CDR
US ARMY FGN SCIENCE & TECH CEN
ATTN: AMXST-SD
220 7TH STREET N.E.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901

DIRECTOR
US ARMY PDN EQ. AGENCY
ATTN: AMXPE-MT
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201

CDR
HQ, US ARMY AVN SCH
ATTN: OFC OF THE LIBRARIAN
FT RUCKER, ALABAMA 36362
EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LIST (Cont)

1 copy to each

CDR
US NAVAL WPNS LAB
CHIEF, MAT SCIENCE DIV
ATTN: MR. D. MALYEVAC
DAHLGREN, VA 22448

DIRECTOR
NAVAL RSCH LAB
ATTN: DIR. MECH DIV
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20375

DIRECTOR
NAVAL RSCH LAB
CODE 26-27 (DOCU LIB.)
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20375

NASA SCIENTIFIC & TECH INFO FAC
PO BOX 8757, ATTN: ACQ BR
BALTIMORE/WASHINGTON INTL AIRPORT
MARYLAND 21240

DEFENSE METALS INFO CEN
BATTENEL INSTITUTE
505 KING AVE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201

MANUEL E. PRADO / G. STISSER
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
PO BOX 808
LIVERMORE, CA 94550

DR. ROBERT QUATTORONE
CHIEF, MAT BR
US ARMY R&S GROUP, EUR
BOX 65, FPO N.Y. 09510

2 copies to each

CDR
US ARMY MOB EQUIP RSCH & DEV COMD
ATTN: TECH DOCU CEN
FT BELVOIR, VA 22060

CDR
US ARMY MAT RSCH AGCY
ATTN: AMXMR - TECH INFO CEN
WATERTOWN, MASS 02172

CDR
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
ATTN: AFML/MAA
OHIO 45433

CDR
REDSTONE ARSENAL
ATTN: DOCU & TECH INFO BR
ALABAMA 35809

12 copies

CDR
DEFENSE DOCU CEN
ATTN: DDC-TCA
CAMERON STATION
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314

NOTE: PLEASE NOTIFY CDR, WATERVERLIT ARSENAL, ATTN: SARWV-RT-TP,
WATERVLIET, N.Y. 12189, IF ANY CHANGE IS REQUIRED TO THE ABOVE.